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INTRODUCTION

[1]

Cresco Holdings Limited is appealing decisions of the North West

Community Council and the Halifax and West Community Council refusing to amend a
development agreement between Cresco and the Halifax Regional Municipality dated
March 2, 2012. Cresco needed the approval of both Community Councils because the
lands being developed, which are on Hogan Court, straddle the boundary between the
former Town of Bedford and former City of Halifax.
[2]

Development under the terms of the agreement is ongoing, with buildings

under construction. Plans for the lands covered by the development agreement include
one or more hotels, a supermarket, gas bar, fast-food restaurant, commercial plaza, and
a 200-unit multi-residential building.
[3]

The development agreement has already been amended twice since 2012.

It currently limits the maximum population density of development to 1210.5 persons and
the number of multiple unit dwelling units that may be developed to no more than 200.
Based on development plans to date, Cresco determined it can also build a five-storey
office building within the existing population density available to it under the agreement.
[4]

Cresco would prefer to build a 72-unit multi-residential building instead of

the office building but requires an amendment to do so. The residential building would
be within the population density limit under the agreement. However, the 200-unit limit
on multi-unit dwellings has already been reached. The amendment Cresco requested
was to increase the current limit on multi-unit dwelling units from 200 to 272.
[5]

Cresco’s amendment application was considered by HRM planning staff

who concluded the proposal met all relevant policy criteria and was reasonably consistent
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with the intent of the HRM’s Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS). Staff recommended the
Community Councils approve the amendment.
[6]

Despite the staff recommendation, the Community Councils refused the

amendment, citing reasons including a lack of active transportation; traffic concerns;
transit

and

pedestrian

concerns;

environmental

concerns,

including

increased

greenhouse gas emissions and the impact on Kearney Lake; and stormwater
management concerns. While many of these are concerns that arise generally when
dealing with planning matters, the task before the Community Councils was to consider
the specific application before it and to exercise its authority guided by the relevant
policies in the MPS. In this case, the reasons provided by the Community Councils made
no attempt to connect the general concerns they identified to specific polices in HRM’s
MPS or the existing development agreement.
[7]

The

reasons

provided

by

the

Community

Councils

also

appear

disconnected from the limited scope of the amendment requested by Cresco.

No

evidence was presented to the Board in this appeal to reasonably conclude the proposed
change to the development agreement would result in impacts touching upon the
identified concerns that were materially different than they would be for development
already allowed under the current development agreement.
[8]

The Board finds the Community Council decisions do not reasonably carry

out the intent of HRM’s MPS. The appeal is allowed, and the Community Councils are
ordered to approve the proposed amendment to the development agreement.
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ISSUE

[9]

In this case, the Board must determine whether Cresco has shown, on a

balance of probabilities, that the Community Council decisions refusing to amend the
development agreement to increase the maximum number of multiple-unit dwelling units
from 200 to 272 did not reasonably carry out the intent of the MPS.

3.0

BACKGROUND
3.1 Board Jurisdiction
The Board notes that the HRM Charter establishes that the Municipality has

[10]

the primary authority for planning (s. 208). Under s. 31 of the HRM Charter, a community
council stands in the place of HRM Council where the MPS provides for development by
agreement, and Part VII - Planning and Development - of the Charter applies to decisions
of the community council.
[11]

An applicant for the approval of an amendment to a development

agreement may appeal the refusal by a community council to the Board (s. 262(2)). The
Board’s jurisdiction in an appeal of a community council’s decision to refuse to amend a
development agreement is set out in s. 265(1 )(c) of the HRM Charter.
265 (1) An aggrieved person or an applicant may only appeal

(c) the refusal of an amendment to a development agreement, on the grounds that
the decision of the Council does not reasonably carry out the intent of the municipal
planning strategy and the intent of the development agreement. [Emphasis added]

[12]

The Board’s remedial powers, and the restrictions on the exercise of these

powers, are prescribed by s. 267 of the HRM Charter which provides:
267

(1)

The Board may
(a) confirm the decision appealed from;
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(b) allow the appeal by reversing the decision of the Council to amend the
land-use by-law or to approve or amend a development agreement;
(c) allow the appeal and order the Council to amend the land-use by-law
in the manner prescribed by the Board or order the Council to approve the
development agreement, approve the development agreement with the changes
required by the Board or amend the development agreement in the manner
prescribed by the Board:

(2)
The Board may not allow an appeal unless it determines that the decision
of the Council or the development officer, as the case may be, does not reasonably carry
out the intent of the municipal planning strategy or conflicts with the provisions of the landuse by-law or the subdivision by-law. [Emphasis added]

[13]

Thus, the Board must not interfere with the decision of the community

council unless the Board determines that the decision does not reasonably carry out the
intent of the MPS. In this appeal, as s. 265(1 )(c) of the HRM Charter refers to the intent
of the development agreement as part of the grounds for an appeal, the Board concludes
it must also consider the intent of the development agreement.
[14]

In appeals under the HRM Charter, the burden of proof is on the appellant.

To be successful, the appellant must establish, on the balance of probabilities, that the
decision of council does not reasonably carry out the intent of the MPS. If the appellant
fails, then the Board must defer to the decision of council.
[15]

Most planning decisions of the Board over many years have set out the

history of the decisions of the Court of Appeal surrounding the standards by which the
Board should review a council’s decision.

The Board notes that these standards or

principles are condensed and set out most succinctly in the decision of Fichaud, J.A., in

Archibald v. Nova Scotia (Utility and Review Board), 2010 NSCA 27, which is the most
recent comprehensive statement of the Court of Appeal. The Board notes that the Court
of Appeal implicitly endorsed these principles most recently in Cape Breton (Regional
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Municipality) v. Nova Scotia (Attorney General), 2019 NSCA 77, which affirmed the
Board’s decision in Re Maclnnis, 2019 NSUARB 9.
In Archibald, Fichaud, J.A. said:

[16]

[24]
The Board then (U 51-62) recounted the provisions of the MGA and passages from
decisions of this court that state the principles to govern the Board's treatment of an
appealed planning decision. I will summarize my view of the applicable principles:
(1)
The Board usually is the first tribunal to hear sworn testimony with cross
examination respecting the proposal. The Board should undertake a thorough
factual analysis to determine the nature of the proposal in the context of the MPS
and any applicable land use by-law.
(2)
The appellant to the Board bears the onus to prove the facts that establish,
on a balance of probabilities, that the Council's decision does not reasonably carry
out the intent of the MPS.
(3)
The premise, stated in s. 190(b) of the MGA, for the formulation and
application of planning policies is that the municipality be the primary steward of
planning, through municipal planning strategies and land use by-laws.

(4)
The Board’s role is to decide an appeal from the Council's decision. So
the Board should not just launch its own detached planning analysis that
disregards the Council's view. Rather, the Board should address the Council's
conclusion and reasons and ask whether the Council’s decision does or does not
reasonably carry out the intent of the MPS. Later (fl 30) I will elaborate on the
treatment of the Council’s reasons.
There may be more than one conclusion that reasonably carries out the
intent of the MPS. If so, the consistency of the proposed development with the
MPS does not automatically establish the converse proposition, that the Council’s
refusal is inconsistent with the MPS.
(5)

(6)
The Board should not interpret the MPS formalistically, but pragmatically
and purposively, to make the MPS work as a whole. From this vantage, the Board
should gather the MPS’ intent on the relevant issue, then determine whether the
Council’s decision reasonably carries out that intent.
(7)
When planning perspectives in the MPS intersect, the elected and
democratically accountable Council may be expected to make a value
judgment. .Accordingly, barring an error of fact or principle, the Board should defer
to the Council's compromises of conflicting intentions in the MPS and to the
Council’s choices on question begging terms such as "appropriate" development
or "undue" impact. By this, I do not suggest that the Board should apply a different
standard of review for such matters. The Board’s statutory mandate remains to
determine whether the Council’s decision reasonably carries out the intent of the
MPS. But the intent of the MPS may be that the Council, and nobody else, choose
between conflicting policies that appear in the MPS. This deference to Council’s
difficult choices between conflicting policies is not a license for Council to make ad
hoc decisions unguided by principle. As Justice Cromwell said, the “purpose of
the MPS is not to confer authority on Council but to provide policy guidance on
how Council’s authority should be exercised” (Lewis v. North West Community
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Council of HRM, 2001 NSCA 98 (CanLII), ^ 19). So, if the MPS’ intent is
ascertainable, there is no deep shade for Council to illuminate, and the Board is
unconstrained in determining whether the Council’s decision reasonably bears that
intent.
(8)
The intent of the MPS is ascertained primarily from the wording of the
written strategy. The search for intent also may be assisted by the enabling
legislation that defines the municipality’s mandate in the formulation of planning
strategy. For instance, ss. 219(1) and (3) of the MGA direct the municipality to
adopt a land use by-law "to carry out the intent of the municipal planning strategy"
at "the same time" as the municipality adopts the MPS. The reflexivity between
the MPS and a concurrently adopted land use by-law means the contemporaneous
land use by-law may assist the Board to deduce the intent of the MPS. A land use
by-law enacted after the MPS may offer little to the interpretation of the MPS.
[25]
These principles are extracted from the decisions of this court in: Heritage Trust,
U 77-79, 94-103,164; Lewis v. North West U19-21; Midtown Tavern, % 46-58, 81,85; CanEuro Investments,
26-28, 88-95; Kynock v. Bennett (1994), 1994 NSCA 114
(CanLII), 1994 CanLII 4008 (NS CA), 131 N.S.R. (2d) 334, If 37-61; Tsimiklis v. Halifax
(Regional Municipality), 2003 NSCA 30 (CanLII) If 24-27, 54-59, 63-64; 3012543 Nova
Scotia Limited v. Mahone Bay Heritage and Cultural Society, 2000 NSCA 93 (CanLII), 9
10, 61-64, 66, 84, 86, 89, 91-97; Bay Haven Beach Villas Inc. v. Halifax (Regional
Municipality), 2004 NSCA 59 (CanLII), 26.

[17]

Clearly, the Board is not permitted to substitute its own decision for that of

council but must review the decision of council to determine if the decision of council can
be said to reasonably carry out the intent of the MPS. In determining the intent of the
MPS (and in this case, the development agreement), the Board considers it should apply
the principles of statutory interpretation which have been adopted by the Court of Appeal,
as well as the provisions of s. 9(1) and s. 9(5) of the Interpretation Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, c.
235.

3.2

Witnesses

[18]

Cresco called two witnesses to testify at the appeal hearing. Its first witness

was Joseph Daniel. Mr. Daniel has been Cresco’s General Manager since 2003. Mr.
Daniel provided the Board with evidence about the development, its history and the
requested amendment to the development agreement.
[19]

Cresco also called Michael MacDonald, P. Eng., Senior Transportation

Engineer and Principal, Harbourside Transportation Consultants. Mr. MacDonald was
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called as an expert witness in the appeal and qualified to provide opinion evidence with
respect to transportation planning, traffic engineering, and municipal street design,
including traffic impact studies and statements addressing the ability of transportation
infrastructure to adequately handle traffic generated or projected to be generated from
existing and new development.
[20]

HRM elected to call no witnesses and did not cross-examine Cresco’s

witnesses. HRM’s submissions addressed the Board’s jurisdiction in planning appeals
and emphasized the Board could only allow the appeal if it determined the decision of the
Community Councils did not reasonably carry out the intent of the MPS and that the
burden was on the appellant to establish this, based on a balance of probabilities.

3.3 Land References
[21]

The area of land included under the original development agreement is

approximately 36-38 acres.

To assist with references to the land in this decision,

Schedule N to the original development agreement is reproduced below:
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[Exhibit C-2, p. 60]

[22]
areas.

Development is not taking place on the parkland, open space or utility
The Board also notes the block of land identified as MR-2 posed technical

challenges to develop. Cresco ultimately chose not to develop this area and transferred
it to the Province. Active development on the site is in the areas identified as GC-A, GCB and CMR-1.
[23]

In this decision, GC-A, GC-B and CMR-1 are used to distinguish the

different areas being developed under the current development agreement. The use of
these designations is purely for convenience and ease of understanding. The Board
recognizes these designations do not necessarily correspond to distinct legal parcels and
understands that subdivision of the land has occurred to reflect the more recent plans for
developing the site.
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The Development

[24]

The original development agreement between HRM and Cresco, dated

March 2, 2012, allowed fora commercial and residential subdivision on lands in an area
known as Bedford West Sub Area 9.

In that area, development is only permitted by

development agreement. The area is partly under the Bedford MPS and partly under the
Halifax MPS.
[25]

The development agreement provided for the land uses in Section 3.3 as

follows:
3.3

General Description of Land Use

3.3.1

The use(s) of the Lands permitted by this Agreement are the following:
(a)
(b)

3.3.2

3.3.3

A mixed use development as enabled by this Agreement and as generally
illustrated on the Schedules;
Use of the Lands in the development shall be limited to the following as defined
in the Bedford Land Use By-Law and this agreement, where applicable:
i)
multiple unit dwellings;
ii)
general commercial uses;
iii)
parkland and open space uses;
iv)
home occupations in multi-unit dwellings subject to the requirements of
the Land Use By-Law for Bedford, Part 5, Section 8 (a) through 1) as
amended from time to time; and
v)
day care facilities, nursery schools, early learning centres, and after
school care in multi-unit dwellings subject to the requirements of the
Land Use By-Law for Bedford, Part 5, Section 9 a) through i) as
amended from time to time.

The number of multiple unit dwelling units within Sub Area 9 as identified on Schedule
B and K shall not exceed 318 units.
The location of land uses shall comply with Schedule B and K. For further clarity, lands
identified as CMR-1 may be developed as either Multiple Unit Dwellings or as General
Commercial Land Uses. Notwithstanding, the previous statement, the Development
Officer may permit minor modifications to the location of land uses.

[Exhibit C-2, pp. 14-15]
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The development agreement also provided:
Permitted Population Density

4.4.4

The maximum population permitted by this agreement shall be 1476 persons. Density
may be transferred from lot to lot as required.

4.4.5

Nothing in this agreement shall preclude the transfer of unused density from this
agreement to other Sub-Areas of Bedford West; however, an amendment to this
agreement will be required for a transfer of density into areas covered by this agreement.
Should the transfer of density to another Sub-Area be permitted by another development
agreement, the developer shall provide an update density table for this development to the
Development Officer which provides an updated density at the subdivision stage. The
Development Officer shall not issue permits under this agreement for density transferred
to another Sub-Area. Transfers of density in to this agreement which affect the collection
of Capital Cost Charges will be considered a substantive amendment. Transfers of
density into this agreement which do not affect the collection of Capital Cost Charges
will be considered a non-substantive amendment.

4.4.6

The transfer of density shall be subject to a review of the impact on infrastructure
charges. Any change which will have a negative impact may be declined by the
Municipality. The developer may transfer density between multiple unit dwellings
provided other provisions of this agreement are met.

4.4.7

For the purposes of calculating sewer allocation, the following conversion factors shall be
used:
Land Use Type

Equivalent per Unit

Multiple Unit
Dwellings

2.25 persons per unit

General Commercial

50 persons per acre

Other

As determined by the Development
Engineer

[Exhibit C-2, p. 29]

[27]

The development agreement was amended on January 27, 2016, to permit

the transfer of 118 dwelling units from Sub Area 9 to other lands owned by Cresco. This
reduced the number of units under s. 3.3.2 of the original development agreement from
318 to 200. This amendment also confirmed that “mixed use, residential and commercial
developments” could be established on CMR-1. The amendment also provided in s. 13
that the remaining population permitted under the original agreement in s. 4.4.4. was
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reduced from 1476 to 1210.5 persons. This represented a reduction of 265.5 persons,
the equivalent of 118 multiple unit dwelling units.
[28]

Section 13 of the amending agreement also provided that “Density may be

transferred from lot to lot as required within the bounds of this agreement.”
[29]

A further amending agreement, dated October 26, 2017, amended the

Schedule of General Commercial Land Uses to add “Hotel/Motel/Guest House” as a
permitted use.
[30]

The land on the west side of Hogan Court (GC-B) is now owned by a

company other than Cresco and is the site of a hotel under construction. The land nearest
Larry Uteck Boulevard on the east side of Hogan Court is being developed with a large
supermarket, and a proposed gas bar and fast-food outlet, as well as a retail plaza. The
land at the end of Hogan Court is under development with a multi-unit residential
apartment building with 200 units. Space near that building had been proposed for an
office building.
[31]

Cresco is now seeking to further amend the development agreement to

allow a multi-unit apartment building with 72 units instead of the proposed office building.
This would occur by changing the density from commercial use to multi-unit residential
use. The total number of residential units would then be 272.

3.5

The Municipal Planning Strategy

[32]

Cresco’s development site straddles the boundary between the former

Town of Bedford and the former City of Halifax. HRM’s Municipal Planning Strategy for
Bedford (Bedford MPS) applies to the part of the site in the former Town and its Municipal
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Planning Strategy for Halifax (Halifax MPS) applies to the part of the site in the former
City.
[33]

The Bedford MPS and the Halifax MPS each include a Bedford West

Secondary Planning Strategy that applies to Cresco’s development. These secondary
strategies were developed following a master planning study for Bedford West.

The

Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategies in both the Bedford MPS and the Halifax
MPS provide the following background:
In 2002, Regional Council directed that a master planning study be undertaken on lands
on the west side of the Bicentennial Highway, in the vicinity of Hammonds Plains Road and
Kearney Lake Road. The study was initiated in response to requests from two property
owners to allow for development on municipal sewer and water services. Annapolis Group
Ltd. owned approximately 1,200 acres and proposed to develop a comprehensively
planned community while several family members requested municipal approvals to allow
for a further 40 acre expansion of Peerless Subdivision with single unit dwellings.
In 2003, Council approved a study area boundary, study terms of reference and a public
participation program. The study area boundaries, encompassing a total area of
approximately 2,600 acres, are illustrated on Schedule BW-1. The terms of reference were
to prepare conceptual community plans which:
•

anticipate future community needs having regard for trends in demographics,
housing affordability, building technologies, economics and social issues with
specific consideration given to how the community proposed could fulfill a role in
responding to needs within a regional context;

•

integrate design with established neighbouring communities in terms of the natural
and man made environment;

•

reduce travel time and energy requirements, encourage the use of public transit,
pedestrian and cycling facilities and enhance public safety through innovative
integration of land use components with the transportation and open space
systems;

•

preserve sensitive environmental areas and unique cultural features and respond
to the opportunities and constraints imposed by the environment;

•

maintain adequate service levels for municipal infrastructure (sanitary sewer,
storm drainage, potable water and road systems) both within the area of new
development and off-site while minimizing costs to all parties;

•

allow for design flexibility in recognition of future changes to external
circumstances/market conditions;

•

minimize future demands on the Municipality’s fiscal resources (capital and
operating budgets) and provide fair and predictable cost-sharing of community
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infrastructure costs between the Municipality and individual property owners in
terms of division and timing in accordance with the Municipality’s Capital Cost
Contribution Policy;
•

provide policy guidance for more detailed negotiations with property
owners/developers with specific consideration given to phasing of development
with associated community infrastructure and the responsibilities of each party
(property owners/developers and the Municipality).

A public participation committee was appointed with citizen representatives from Bedford,
Hammonds Plains, and Prince’s Lodge/Clayton Park. The committee’s mandate was to
ensure the public had opportunities to express opinions; collaborate with staff and
developers in preparation of a plan; provide advice on policy and regulatory documents
proposed; and confer with the Regional Planning Advisory Committee (the RPC).
The Bedford West master planning study was undertaken while a regional planning
program that was being prepared under the supervision of the RPC. This secondary
planning strategy has therefore been prepared in accordance with the master plan study
terms of reference established by Council and in conformity with all relevant regional plan
policies being proposed.
[Exhibit C-3, pp. 105-106 (Bedford MPS, pp. 97-96) and Exhibit C-4, pp. 257-258 (Halifax
MPS, pp. 244-243) (footnotes omitted)]

[34]

Schedule BW-6 in the Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategies divides

the secondary planning area into Sub Areas. Cresco’s development site is in Sub Area
9. A comprehensive development district zone was applied to the larger undeveloped
areas of Sub Area 9, and development in this area may only be undertaken by
development agreement. Sub Area 9 also includes some smaller properties closer to
Kearney Lake, many of which have been developed with residences serviced by well and
septic systems.

These were not included in the comprehensive development district

zone. Aside from these properties, the entirety of Sub Area 9 is covered by Cresco’s
development agreement.
[35]

The

Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategies include

policies

evidencing that consideration was given to ensuring development in the planning area
does not exceed the capacity of municipal infrastructure, particularly wastewater
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This is also specifically noted in background information in the

secondary strategies:
Bedford West could be connected to either the municipal sanitary collection sewer system
which is discharged to Mill Cove treatment plant or to the system which will discharge to
the new Halifax treatment plant. In both instances, sewage would have to be pumped to
existing gravity mains in the Hammonds Plains Road (discharging to Mill Cove) or in
Kearney Lake Road (Halifax system). Careful consideration was given to available
capacities for new development when allocating sewage flow from Bedford West to each
of these systems.
[Exhibit C-3, p. 110 (Bedford MPS, p. 102) and Exhibit C-4, p. 263 (Halifax MPS, p. 250)]

[36]

Policies BW-15 and BW-16 in the Bedford MPS discuss the design and

capacity of the sewer systems and treatment plants to service Bedford West, and Policy
BW-16A establishes a maximum permitted population for Sub Area 9. These policies
state:
Policy BW-15:
The sanitary sewer system shall be designed in conformity with the schematics illustrated
on Schedule BW-4 and in accordance with the Municipality’ll [s/c] be based on an assumed
occupancy of 3.35 persons per single unit, two-unit or townhouse dwelling and 2.25
persons per unit in each multiple unit dwelling; 50 persons per acre for general commercial
uses within the Community Commercial Centre shown on Schedule BW-7 or proposed
within Sub-Area 9; and 40 persons per acre for mixed use business campus uses; and 30
persons per acre for local commercial, community facility and institutional uses.
Policy BW-16:
Based on the assumed occupancies under policy BW-15 and the phasing plan illustrated
on schedule BW-6, the sanitary sewer system shall be designed to satisfy the following
conditions:
a)

a maximum density of 40 persons per acre shall be permitted for all lands to be
developed as a mixed use business campus within Sub-Area 3;

b)

a maximum density of 50 persons per acre shall be permitted for all lands
designated community commercial centre within Sub-Areas 2, 6, 7 and 8 as
illustrated on schedule BW-7 or proposed for general commercial uses within Sub
Area 9 and 12;

c)

for all other Sub-Areas or part thereof, a maximum density of 20 person per acre
shall be permitted; and

d)

the temporary pumping station and forcemain, illustrated as “PS (TEMP)” and
“FORCEMAIN (TEMP)” on schedule BW-4, shall be permitted to service a
maximum of 6,100 persons where upon the permanent pumping station and
forcemain along the Kearney Lake Road must be designed and constructed to
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service all lands intended to flow to the Halifax Sewage Treatment Plant (as
illustrated on schedule BW-4). This requirement may be waived if:
i)

the financing for the construction for the permanent pumping station and
forcemain has been secured by the Municipality and a time frame for
construction agreed upon; and

ii)

there is sufficient capacity remaining in the temporary pumping station and
forcemain to allow for additional sewage discharge to the Mill Cove
Sewage Treatment Plant.

In the event that any Sub-Area is not developed to the maximum permitted density, the
Municipality may consider allowing the difference to be allocated to another Sub-Area
provided that the development proposal conforms will all other policies established under
this secondary planning strategy.
Policy BW-16A:
The maximum permitted population for Sub-Area 9 (including portions within the Halifax
Municipal Planning Strategy) shall not exceed 1476 persons. (RC-Mar 15/11; E-May 28/11)
[Exhibit C-3, pp. 111-112 (Bedford MPS, pp. 103-104) (footnotes omitted)]

[37]
similar.

Policies BW-15, BW-16, BW-16A and BW-16B in the Halifax MPS are
Policy BW-16B includes the same maximum permitted population of 1476

persons. Policy BW-39C in the Bedford MPS and Policy BW-21D in the Halifax MPS
allow the maximum permitted population within Sub Area 9 to “be redistributed throughout
the Sub Area covered by development agreement provided the intent of the all [sic]
policies is maintained.”
[38]

Cresco’s application to amend its existing development agreement was

reviewed by HRM’s planning staff who prepared a report about the application for the
Community Councils. In their report, dated July 22, 2020, HRM planning staff evaluated
the proposed development agreement against the relevant policies in the secondary
planning strategies and provided their assessment in a matrix included as Attachment B
to the report. That analysis, which considers policies in both the Bedford MPS and the
Halifax MPS, is reproduced below:
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Attachment B: Review of Relevant MPS Policies
Bedford Municipal Planning Strategy - Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategy
Policy

Comment

Policy BW-15: The sanitary sewer system shall
be designed in conformity with the schematics
illustrated on Schedule BW-4 and in accordance
with the Municipality shall be based on an
assumed occupancy of 3.35 persons per single
unit two-unit or townhouse dwelling and 2.25
persons per unit in each multiple unit dwelling; 50
persons per acre for general commercial uses
within the Community Commercial Centre shown
on Schedule BW-7 or proposed within Sub-Area
9; and 40 persons per acre for mixed use
business campus uses; and 30 persons per acre
for local commercial, community facility and
institutional uses.
Policy BW-16; Based on the assumed
occupancies under policy BW-15 and the phasing
plan illustrated on schedule BW-6, the sanitary
sewer system shall be designed to satisfy the
following conditions:
a) a maxim urn density of 40 persons per acre
shall be permitted for all lands to be
developed as a mixed use business
campus within Sub-Area 3;
b) a maxim um density of 50 persons per acre
shall be permitted for all lands designated
community commercial centre within Sub
Areas 2, 6, 7 and 8 as illustrated on
schedule BW-7 or proposed for general
commercial uses within Sub-Area 9 and
12;
c) for all other Sub-Areas or part thereof, a
maximum density of 20 person per acre
shall be permitted; and
d) the temporary pumping station and
forcemain, illustrated as “PS (TEMP)” and
“FORCEMAIN (TEMPT on schedule BW4, shall be permitted to service a maximum
of 6,100 persons where upon the
permanent pumping station and forcemain
along the Kearney Lake Road must be
designed and constructed to sen/ice ail
lands intended to flow to the Halifax
Sewage Treatment Plant (as illustrated on
schedule BW-4). This requirement may be
waived if:
i. the financing for the construction for
the permanent pumping station and
forcemain has been secured by the
Municipality and a time frame for
construction agreed upon; and
i i. there is sufficient capacity
remaining in the temporary
pumping station and forcemain to
allow for additional sewage
discharge to the Mill Cove Sewage
Treatment Plant.

This policy was addressed and satisfied under the
original development agreement. The population
density for the Sub Area was determined using these
values and the overall population density will not be
changing under this application. The reallocation of
commercial density to residential density is within the
parameters of these values.
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The maximum density for this sub area was
determined using these values. The population density
is not increasing under this application, and will remain
at 1210.5 persons.
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Policy BW-16A: The maximum permitted
population for Sub Area 9 (including portions
within the Halifax Municipal Planning Strategy)
shall not exceed 1476 persons.

Policy BW-23: The Community Concept Plan,
presented as Schedule BW-7, shall form the
framework for land use allocation within the
master plan area and all policies and actions
taken by the Municipality shall conform with the
intent of this plan. A comprehensive development
district zone shall be applied to all lands within the
community concept plan area and any
development of the land shall be subject to
approval of a development agreement. In the
event that the lands allocated for the proposed
Highway 113 right-of-way are not required by the
Province for a highway, then the lands may be
used for development permitted within the
abutting land use designation.
Policy BW-39: A comprehensive development
district zone shall be applied to larger
undeveloped parcels within
Sub-Area
9.
Commercial uses may be considered on lands in
the vicinity of the proposed interchange with
consideration given to the criteria of policy B W3QA. Residential uses may be permitted on the
remaining lands with consideration given to the
criteria of policy BW-32. No development
agreement application shall be considered for
approval unless a public participation program
has been undertaken to identify development
opportunities and constraints and to facilitate
collaboration
in
preparing
a
conceptual
community design for the Sub-Area.
Policy BW-39A: A public participation program
was
undertaken to identify development
opportunities and constraints and to facilitate
collaboration
in
preparing
a
conceptual
community design for larger undeveloped parcels
within Sub-Area 9. Schedule BW-7 shall form the
framework for land use allocation within these
portions of Sub-Area 9 and all policies and action
taken by the Municipality shall conform to the
intent of this plan.
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in 2015, Council approved an amendment to transfer
265.5 persons (equivalent to 118 dwelling units) from
Sub Area 9 to the Bedford South side of the Larry
Uteck Boulevard interchange (Case 18514). This
amendment reduced the maximum permitted
population for Sub Area 9 to 1210.5, but the MPS
policies were not updated accordingly.
There will be no change to the maximum permitted
population proposed under this application.
No changes to the land use allocation are proposed
under this amendment. The original development
agreement addressed and satisfied this policy.

This policy was addressed and satisfied under the
original development agreement and no changes are
proposed under this agreement that would change
that.

Under Schedule BW-7 the subjects lands are identified
as General Commercial. This amendment does not
change or differ from that. Residential uses are
permitted as per Policy BW-39B.
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Policy BW-3SB: Further to Schedule BW-7} Sub
Area 9 may be can prised of medium or higher
density residential land uses on the northwest
side of the site, and general commercial uses
south of the interchange. On the south-east
portion of the Sub-Area, general commercial or
higher density residential land uses may be
permitted.
Policy BW-39C: Within the Sub Area, population
assigned under BW-16A may be redistributed
throughout the Sub Area covered by development
agreement provided the intent of the ail policies is
maintained.
Policy BW-40A: Within the Sub Area 9 and the

adjacent Bedford South/Wentworth Secondary
Planning Strategy areas it shall be the intention to
establish a land use node as identified in
Schedule BW-8. Land uses within this node shall
be established by existing policies however the
densities or allotment of land uses may be
redistributed throughout the Larry Uteck
interchange node subject to the following:
a) the proposed land use to be relocated
must be enabled within the Bedford West
Secondary Planning Strategy portion of
the
node
and
the
Bedford
South/Wentworth portion of the node;
b) the collection of infrastructure charges;
c) the impact on major road networks,
specifically Larry Uteck Boulevard and the
completion of Starboard Drive (Bedford
SouthAA/entworth);
d) the impact on water and sewer
infrastructure;
e) that the proposed increase of density does
not exceed that transferred out from the
Bedford
South and/or
Wentworth
Secondary Planning Strategies.
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This policy was addressed and satisfied under the
original development agreement. No changes to land
uses or the location of these uses has been proposed
under this agreement

The population assigned under BW-16 A is remaining
the same under this agreement. The intent of the
policies is maintained under this density transfer.

The density being transferred is staying within the
Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategy and not
being moved to another secondary plan area (Bedford
South or Wentworth).
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Halifax Municipal Planning Strategy - Section XV: Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategy
Policy

Staff Comment

Policy BW-15
The sanitary sewer system shall be designed in

This policy was addressed and satisfied under the
original development agreement. The population
density for the Sub Area was determined using these
values and the overall population density will not be
changing under this application. The reallocation of
commercial density to residential density is within the
parameters of these values.

conformity with the schematics illustrated on
Schedule BW-4 and in accordance with the
Municipality 's Service Systems Specifications, as
amended from time to time Sewage flow

calculations, shall be based on an assumed
occupancy of 3.35 persons per single unit, twounit or townhouse dwelling and 2 25 persons per
unit in each multiple unit dwelling 50 persons per
acre for general commercial uses within the
Community Commercial Centre shown on
Schedule BW-7 or proposed within Sub-Area 9;
and 40 persons per acre for mixed use business
campus uses, and 30 persons per acre for local:
commercial, community facility and institutional
uses
;

Policy BW-16
Based on the assumed occupancies under policy
BW-15 and the phasing plan illustrated on
schedule BW-6, the sanitary sewer system shall
be designed for a maximum density of 50 persons
per acre for general commercial uses and a
maximum density of 20 person per acre shall be
permitted for all residential uses.

Policy BW-1 SB
The maximum permitted population for Sub-Area
9 (including portions within the Bedford Municipal
Planning Strategy) shall not exceed 1476
persons.

The maximum density for this sub area was
determined using these values. The population density
is not increasing under this application. It will remain at
1210.5 persons.

In 2015, Council approved an amendment to transfer
265.5 persons (equivalent to 118 dwelling units) from
Sub Area 9 to the Bedford South side of the Larry
Uteck Boulevard interchange (Case 18514). This
amendment reduced the maximum permitted
population for Sub Area 9 to 1210.5, but the MPS
policies were not updated accordingly.

There will be no change to the maximum permitted
population proposed under this application.
Policy BW-21A
Under Schedule BW-7 the subjects lands are identified
A public participation program was undertaken to as General GommerciaL This amendment does not
identify
development
opportunities
and change or differ from that. Residential uses are
constraints and to facilitate collaboration in permitted as per Policy BW-21 C.
preparing a conceptual community design for
larger undeveloped parcels within Sub-Area 9.
Schedule B W-7 shall form the framework for land
use allocation within these portions of Sub-Area 9
and all policies and action taken by the
Municipality shall conform to the intent of this

plan.
Policy BW-21 B: A comprehensive development This policy was addressed and satisfied under the
zone shall be applied to larger original development agreement and no changes are
undeveloped parcels within Sub-Area 9. proposed under this agreement that would change
Commercial uses may be considered on lands in that.
the vicinity of the proposed interchange with
consideration given to the criteria of policy BW21 Es except that clause 1 shall not apply.
Residential uses may be permitted on the
remaining lands with consideration given to the
criteria of policy BW-28, except that clause (a)
shall not apply.
Policy BW-21 0: Further to Schedule BW-7, Sub This policy was addressed and satisfied under the
Area 9 may be comprised of medium or higher original development agreement No changes to land
density residential land uses on the northwest uses or the location of these uses has been proposed
side of the site, and general commercial uses in under this agreement
the center portion of the Sub-Area, south of the
interchange. On the south-east portion of the
Sub-Area, general commercial or higher density
residential land uses may be permitted.

district
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Policy BW-21 D: Within the Sub Area, population
assigned under BW-16B may be redistributed
throughout the Sub Area covered by development
agreement provided the intent of the all policies is
maintained.
Policy BW-21 B: A range of general and highway
commercial, medium and higher density
residential, institutional, and recreational uses
may be permitted within the General Commercial
Centre Designation shown on Schedule BW-7
subject to consideration of the following matters:
a} natural vegetation,
landscaping or
screening is employed around parking
areas and measures are employed to
provide safe and convenient pedestrian
access to the buildings they are intended
to serve:
b) sidewalks and/or plazas are provided so
as to encourage a secure and inviting
walking environment throughout the
commercial centre and to neighbouring
residential neighbourhoods;
c) provisions are made for the storage of
bicycles;
d) exterior materialst street furniture; trees,
lighting and landscaping measures are
incorporated in buildings to foster an
interesting and secure environment;
e) the windows. exterior features and
materials and signs employed in any
buifding create a sense of interest from
public streets;
f) the massing, height of buildings and
architectural detail contribute to a
pedestrian oriented environment: and the
proposal conforms with ail applicable
provisions and requirements adopted
under this Secondary Planning Strategy
regarding environmental protection, the
community transportation system and
municipal sen/ice$.
Policy BW-210; Within the Bedford West
Secondary Planning Strategy and the adjacent
Bedford South and Wentworth Secondary
Pfenning Strategy areas it shall be the intention to
establish a land use node as identified in
Schedule BW-8. Land uses within this node shall
be established by existing policies however the
densities or allotment of land uses may be
redistributed throughout the Larry Uteck
interchange node subject to the following:
a) the proposed land use to be relocated
must be enabled within the Bedford West
portion of the node and the Bedford South
and Wentworth Secondary Planning
Strategy portions of the node;
b) the coffection of infrastructure charges;
c) the impact on major road networks,

-

The population assigned under BW-1BA is remaining
the same under this agreement. The intent of the
policies is maintained under this density transfer.
This policy was addressed and satisfied under the
original development agreement and no changes are
proposed under this agreement that would change
that.

The density being transferred is staying within the
Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategy and not
being moved to another secondary plan area (Bedford
South or Wentworth).

specifically Larry Uteck Boulevard and the
completion of Starboard Drive (Bedford
South/Wentworth);
d) the impact on water and sewer

infrastructure;
e) the proposed increase of density does not
exceed that transferred out from the
Bedford
South
and/or
Wentworth
Secondary Planning Strategies.

[Exhibit C-2, pp. 266-271]
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[39]

-

Based on their analysis, planning staff recommended to the Community

Councils that they consider a proposed amending agreement, schedule a public hearing
and, ultimately, approve the proposed amending agreement in substantially the same
form as was attached to the report. Staff concluded:
Staff have reviewed the proposal in terms of all relevant policy criteria and advise the
proposal is reasonably consistent with the intent of the Bedford West SPS. The policy
prescribes a maximum population density for the Sub Area but permits the redistribution of
this population density within the Sub Area. The maximum permitted population density will
not change as a result of this proposal, only the ability to have additional residential units
at the expense of less commercial density. Therefore, staff recommend that the Halifax
and West Community Council and North West Community Council approve the proposed
amending development agreement.
[Exhibit C-2, p. 254]

3.6

Site Visit

[40]

With the agreement, but in the absence, of Counsel, the Board undertook a

site visit in the late morning of Friday, February 5, 2021. The Board approached the site
by car from the roundabout exit to Flogan Court just before Larry Uteck Boulevard
intersects with Kearney Lake Road. The site is on the west side of Highway 102.
[41]

On the right or west side of Hogan Court, the Board observed the first hotel

which is under construction on the lot designated GC-B. On the left or east side, the
Board observed the large supermarket which appeared substantially complete on the
exterior, with a large parking lot. This is on the lot designated GC-A. The gas bar and
fast-food outlet will be on the same lot.
[42]

The Board also viewed a somewhat higher and levelled area where the

proposed strip mall is to be located.
[43]

At the end of the Hogan Court cul-de-sac, there is a paved driveway leading

to the 200-unit apartment building under construction on the lot designated CMR-1. To
the left side of, and at a right angle to, this building, and near the highway, the Board
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observed a large hole where the proposed building, either a 72-unit apartment building,
or an 88,000 sq. ft. office building is to be located on the same lot. That area is reached
by a driveway where one would turn left just before the end of the cul-de-sac. It is below
the level of the highway.
[44]

On the west side of the cul-de-sac, past the lot designated GC-B, the Board

saw a grassed park area with benches and a trail.

It was possible to see the rear of

properties below on the east side of Kearney Lake Road, and to see Kearney Lake in the
distance from various points on the lots. There is a sidewalk along the west side of Hogan
Court to the roundabout and a sidewalk along Larry Uteck Boulevard. The Board also
saw a Metro Transit bus stop near Amesbury Gate, which leads into the Waterberry Park
subdivision, on the north side of the Boulevard.
[45]

The Board observed the late morning traffic to be moderate. The Board

was also able to observe the exit ramp at the northbound side of Highway 102 used to
access the roundabouts west across Larry Uteck Boulevard and to access the eastbound
traffic lane on to Larry Uteck Boulevard.
[46]

The Board’s observations of the site were consistent with the evidence of

Mr. Joseph and Mr. MacDonald.

4.0

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
4.1 Nature of the Amendment

[47]

As noted above, s. 4.4.4 of the 2012 development agreement permitted

development up to a maximum population of 1476 persons, matching the maximum
population permitted under Policy BW-16A in the Bedford MPS and Policy BW-16B in the
Halifax MPS.
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The 2016 development agreement amendment reduced the maximum
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population in s. 4.4.4 to 1210.5 persons.

-

Section 4.4.4 also allows the developer to

transfer density from lot to lot as required, which is contemplated by Policy BW-39C in
the Bedford MPS and Policy BW-21 D in the Halifax Municipal Planning Strategy.
[48]

As also noted above, s. 3.3.2 of the 2012 development agreement limited

the development to no more than 318 multiple unit dwelling units, but this was reduced to
200 in the 2016 amendments to the development agreement.

However, unlike the

population limitation in s. 4.4.4, this restriction cannot be specifically connected to a policy
in the Bedford West Secondary Planning Strategies. At the appeal hearing, counsel were
not able to refer the Board to any policy basis in the strategies for this limitation.

In

response to a question from the Board at the appeal hearing, Cresco’s counsel agreed
the limitation on multi-residential appeared to have been created by the development
agreement. HRM’s counsel confirmed she was unable to find any residential cap in the
planning strategies. While there was presumably some reason to have inserted the cap
in the 2012 development agreement, HRM was not able to shed light on the reason for
that despite enquiries made of planning staff.
[49]

Cresco’s recently proposed amendment, which was refused by both

Community Councils, was to increase the current multi-unit residential cap in s. 3.3.2 of
the development agreement. Cresco was not asking to increase the permitted maximum
population. Under the existing agreement, Cresco is already able to transfer density as
required.
[50]

In 2016 or 2017, Cresco sold the part of the development site west of Hogan

Court (GC-B) to a third party. As noted above, a hotel is currently under development in
that area and there are plans for other development as well.
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intended to be developed on the east side of Hogan Court are owned by Cresco (CG-A
and CMR-1). The land nearest Larry Uteck Boulevard, where the supermarket is under
development and there is planned development for a gas bar, fast-food outlet and retail
plaza, is being commercially developed by another party under a lease from Cresco.
Cresco is developing the multi-unit residential building on its land at the end of Hogan
Court (CMR-1).
[51]

Accounting for the capacity associated with the land it sold and its own

residential development, and based on its assessment of potential commercial
development on the land it leased, Cresco initially determined there was 46 persons’
worth of additional capacity for it to use for further development. To develop the land to
its full potential, Cresco explored the possibility of developing a 25,000 sq. ft. office
building adjacent to the multi-unit residential building it was constructing. Cresco thought
it might move its own offices into that space.
[52]

When plans for the commercial development on the leased area became

better defined, Cresco realized it would actually be left with more capacity than it had
anticipated (162 persons rather than 46 persons). With this additional capacity, Cresco
said it could build, as-of-right, an 88,000 sq. ft. five-storey office building. But Cresco is
concerned about the feasibility of that plan. This was addressed by Mr. Daniel in his
direct examination at the hearing:
Q. Right. Mr. Daniel, what is the rationale for Cresco seeking residential multi-unit building
at that location?
A. The market. To try to put commercial retail in that area, it wouldn’t work. It’s hidden in
behind the major development next door. To go full office in this current environment when
people are actually starting to move away from the office doesn’t make sense, and when
you consider the housing crisis that Halifax is currently experiencing, it would just...it would
be illogical to (inaudible feedback). In addition to that, that’s what we do, so we get a little
bit of office, (inaudible feedback)....so we’ve been very successful at residential, and with
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a 200-unit residential (inaudible feedback), it made sense to put another residential building
beside it.
[Transcript, pp. 18-19]

[53]

The amendment to the development agreement proposed by Cresco was

simply to permit it to develop a 72-unit residential building instead of a five-storey office
building.

Both alternatives would meet the capacity limitations in the development

agreement and the secondary planning strategies, but the current agreement only allows
200 residential units to be constructed and that allotment is already being used by Cresco.
As such, the requested amendment was to increase the number of multiple unit dwelling
units permitted under the current development agreement from 200 to 272.
[54]

The Board finds the requested change was quite narrow in scope.

As

discussed below, this narrow change to the development agreement, particularly when
compared to the development approved by Council in 2012 and what the developer can
currently develop as-of-right, is not reasonably connected to the reasons provided by
Council for refusing the amendment.

Council’s reasons focused on matters that had

previously been determined and the requested amendment has no discernable impact on
these matters.

4.2 Council Reasons
[55]

Contrary to Staffs recommendation, the Halifax and West and North West

Community Councils voted not to approve the proposed amendments to the development
agreement. This decision was communicated to Cresco by a letter signed by HRM’s
municipal clerk dated November 30, 2020. The following were the stated reasons for the
decision to deny the application:
Halifax and West Community Council members explained that the development lacks
active transportation and was not transit or pedestrian friendly. Members expressed traffic
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and environmental concerns, including increased greenhouse gas emissions and the
impact on Kearney Lake. It was also unclear how the reduction of commercial density
would occur.
North West Community Council members expressed concerns around traffic, stormwater
management and the lack of transit and active transportation.
[Exhibit C-2, Appeal Record, p. 317]

[56]

The decision does not indicate which MPS Policies, or which provisions of

the development agreement, the expressed concerns were meant to address in the
context of the amendments requested in Cresco’s application. These amendments were
limited to transferring, or reallocating, a portion of the allowed and approved commercial
density, so as to increase the total allowed residential density under the development
agreement.

Cresco did not seek to increase the total combined allowed population

density in Sub Area 9.
[57]

Cresco filed a video of the Community Councils’ deliberations to provide

context in relation to the stated reasons for denying its application.

In the end, the

Community Councils’ deliberations were not discussed at any length during the hearing
before the Board. A few days prior to the hearing, the Board released its decision in

Hatchet Lake Plaza Ltd (Re), 2021 NSUARB 11. Mr. Grant referred to the Hatchet Lake
decision in his oral argument, indicating he would not make detailed submissions related
to the statements and rationales of individual members of Council.
[58]

In Hatchet Lake, a planning expert included references to several

comments made by Council members in her report to illustrate the rationale behind
Council’s decision. She used these comments to support her contention that members
of Council were influenced by irrelevant factors.

The Board made the following

comments, at para. [57], in relation to the use which could be made of this type of
evidence:
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[57]
The Board has accepted in other decisions that it need not confine itself to the
stated reasons of Council. (See for example, Re FH Construction Limited, 2017 NSUARB
153.) The Board finds that, having viewed and heard the video recording, which is linked
in the Appeal Record, Ms. Tsang accurately reported comments made by members of
Council at the September 24, 2020 meeting. However, the Board’s role is to determine
whether Council’s decision reasonably complies with the intent of the MPS. The decision
making process of Council is not a matter for the Board. Any issues regarding the process
are for the courts. Individual councillors may make comments during public hearings, but
ultimately Council speaks with one voice, i.e., its vote. The Board affords no weight to the
comments which were recorded on the video and reported in the minutes. In any event, in
this appeal, public support or opposition to a proposed development is not a provision in
the MPS policies.

[59]

The Board continues to be of the view that, as a general proposition, the

comments of individual members of a council are of limited assistance in the task of
applying the statutory test to the written reasons provided by a municipal council. Council
meetings are not courtrooms, and while councils perform a type of adjudicative role when
determining applications, they are not courts. As Archibald stresses, the written reasons
are important in framing the issues before the Board so that it respects its appellate role.
That said, council members do not sit as a panel to formulate written reasons. They may
disagree with one another and may have different reasons for approving or rejecting a
particular application. Therefore, as discussed in Hatchet Lake, the Board considers that
a council speaks with one voice and generally does not parse the comments of individual
members of council.
[60]

Despite the foregoing, some of the comments made during these

deliberations, in the particular circumstances of this case, provide some insight into the
concerns expressed in HRM’s decision letter.

They provide context for the ultimate

reasons provided in the written decision under appeal. The overall impression left with
the Board is that those opposed to the amendments were generally opposed to the type
of development already authorized, by the MPS and the development agreement, in Sub
Area 9. This was then reflected in the written reasons, which were primarily expressed
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as broad concerns which shed no light on how the proposed narrow amendments would
provide cause for the concerns raised.
[61]

What was before the Community Councils was not whether the approved

development was consistent with the MPS.

That was determined when the original

development was approved. The history related to the creation of the relevant Bedford
and Halifax planning documents, as discussed by Mr. Daniel, and detailed by Mr. Grant
in his closing argument, show the close relationship between the development of the plan
for Sub Area 9 and the development agreement itself, which was ultimately approved for
these lands. As described by Mr. Daniel, infrastructure was put in place, and construction
initiated, in Sub Area 9 in accordance and consistent with the development agreement.
[62]

The issue before the Community Councils was the impact, if any, the

proposed amendments related to the reallocation or transfer of density from commercial
to residential would have when assessed against the relevant MPS policies.

Staffs

presentation appropriately focused on this issue. The Community Councils’ deliberations
appear to have gone considerably beyond the matter before it. While, as expressed in

Hatchet Lake, this Board does not act as a court reviewing a council’s process, the
foregoing might explain why the Community Councils ended up making the decision they
did. As Mr. Grant observed, it would have been somewhat difficult for Cresco to respond
to the points raised in the denial letter without addressing some of the comments made
during the Council deliberations.
[63]

HRM provided no evidence, expert or otherwise, in support of the

proposition that the two Community Councils’ reasons were consistent with the intent of
the MPS or the development agreement.
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-31 evidence introduced by Cresco to show that the decision was inconsistent with the intent
of the MPS. As indicated by Mr. Grant, this was essentially an uncontested appeal. While
the Board must still apply the statutory test in making a determination in this appeal, the
fact-finding mission discussed in Archibald did not uncover facts or opinion evidence
supporting the reasons provided in the denial letter or the rationales expressed during the
deliberations which could be tied to relevant MPS policies.

4.3Reduction of Commercial Density
[64]

Halifax and West Community Council expressed a concern that it was

unclear how the reduction in commercial density would occur. Any confusion which may
have existed before the two Community Councils was clarified during the hearing before
the Board. Mr. Daniel provided evidence on this point which was not contested by HRM.
Mr. Daniel testified the available pool of 1476 in population density was calculated at the
time the original development agreement was negotiated. It was based on the amount of
acreage which it was anticipated could be developed. Section 4.4.4 of the development
agreement, in its current form, allows for a maximum total population density of 1210.5
persons in the area being developed under the development agreement. Section 3.3.2
limits the residential component of the allowed population density to 200 units, or 450
persons, based on a coefficient of 2.25 persons per unit. A 200-unit apartment building
is under construction on CMR-1 and, as described above, was observed by the Board
during its site visit.
[65]

When the residential density allotment is accounted for, it leaves 760.5

persons of commercial density available in Sub Area 9. Mr. Grant took Mr. Daniel through
calculations derived by Strum Consulting in a letter in the Appeal Record dated July 4,
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These calculations indicate that, after excluding the hotel development, which

accounts for 297.5 persons of the commercial density, there would be 463 persons of
commercial density remaining.

Strum Consulting calculated that only 301 persons of

commercial density was required to complete the development of the leased portion of
Cresco’s lands. Therefore, there would be 162 persons of remaining allowed commercial
density.
[66]

As briefly discussed by planning staff during the meeting of the two

Community Councils, the calculation of the amount of density allocated to any particular
project under the development agreement is determined by HRM Engineering staff and
Halifax Water staff at the time of permitting. While the formula originally used to calculate
the maximum amount of density for general commercial and multi-unit residential
developments is spelled out in s. 4.4.7 of the development agreement, other uses are
based on HRM engineering calculations. Mr. Daniel explained that the density calculation
to establish how much of the maximum allowed density has been used for particular parts
of the development is an engineering calculation based on the specific use and the space
which is actually used for a particular development. As well, the schedules attached to
the development agreement are concept plans, and not the detailed plans for what will
actually be built.

During the Council meeting, staff indicated this calculation could be

complex and was best left to the engineering experts.
[67]

The commercial components of the development of Sub Area 9 are

reaching an advanced stage, and as previously discussed, significant construction has
taken place. Building permits have been issued for the supermarket, hotel and strip mall
plaza. As a result, based on the commercial allocations to date, as discussed above, it
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became apparent to Cresco, in consultation with Strum Consulting, that 162 persons of
commercial population density will be available in Sub Area 9, under the terms of the
development agreement, after all the existing contemplated commercial development is
completed. This evidence was not contested by HRM. It is this remaining commercial
density allocation which Cresco wishes to use for residential purposes. Therefore, the
availability of commercial density is as a result of the fact that less density was required
to develop the commercial projects, keeping in mind the total commercial density was
available for all commercial projects in Sub Area 9.
[68]

That said, the proposal does not involve moving the location of a proposed

commercial building from GC-A to CMR-1 and converting it to a residential complex.
There is currently space for a building on CMR-1. There is a hole in the ground on CMR1 where the proposed building is slated to be constructed. This was observed by the
Board during the site visit. Pursuant to s. 3.3.3. of the development agreement, CMR-1
may be developed as multiple unit dwellings, such as apartment buildings, or General
Commercial Land Uses, which includes office complexes. Given the available space and
design parameters, there would be enough available population density left, as discussed
above, after taking into consideration all committed development in Sub Area 9, to build
either an 88,000 sq. ft. office complex or a 72-unit apartment complex, at the location
observed by the Board, but for the cap on residential density.
[69]

Due to market conditions, for commercial reasons, Cresco wishes to build

an apartment building, rather than an office building, at the location on CMR-1 observed
by the Board. The company wishes to convert the commercial density available under
the development agreement to residential density to accomplish this.
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allocation has already been used up by a 200-unit apartment complex which is currently
being constructed on CMR-1. Therefore, despite the available space, and the appropriate
permitted land use pursuant to the development agreement, a 72-unit residential complex
cannot currently be constructed on CMR-1.
[70]

Policy BW-39C in the Bedford MPS and Policy BW-21D in the Halifax MPS

say the population within Sub Area 9 can “be redistributed throughout the Sub Area
covered by development agreement provided the intent of the all [sic] policies is
maintained.”

Subject to the issue of the residential cap, there is nothing in the

development agreement that would prohibit such a redistribution. While there was some
discussion about the distinction between a “reallocation” and a “transfer” in the end, the
Board is satisfied the word “redistribution” used in the relevant Halifax and Bedford
planning documents can apply to both a transfer from lot to lot and a reallocation or
transfer of density between residential and commercial components of the development.
Therefore, under the terms of both the MPS provisions and the development agreement,
Cresco would be able to transfer density as required for its purposes, but for the
residential density cap, provided HRM staff was satisfied there were no material impacts
contrary to the intent of the relevant MPS provisions.

That said, as the cap of 200

residential units had been reached, the matter had to be brought before the Community
Councils.
[71]

The manner in which the required commercial density would be available

and utilized was explained to the Board.

The Board finds there is no uncertainty

surrounding how the reduction in the commercial density was derived and how Cresco
proposes to use it, whether it is converted to residential density or not. The relevant MPS
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and development agreement mechanisms and processes were also explained to the
Board. The foregoing was not contested by HRM. Therefore, uncertainty surrounding
this issue cannot form a basis for denying the proposed amendment, as from the Board’s
perspective, on a factual basis, there is none.

4.4

Traffic

[72]

Traffic was a concern raised in the reasons provided by both Community

Councils for refusing the proposed amendment to the development agreement. Cresco’s
development is on Hogan Court, which is accessed by a roundabout that also connects
Larry Uteck Boulevard and an on-ramp and off-ramp for southbound traffic on Highway
102. Across a bridge on Larry Uteck Boulevard over Highway 102, another roundabout
connects the ramps for northbound traffic on Highway 102 to Larry Uteck Boulevard.
[73]

Traffic was also a focus of public comments during HRM’s review of the

application and in the single letter of comment the Board received during the appeal
(Exhibit C-8).

Public concerns about traffic included existing traffic volumes on Larry

Uteck Boulevard; concerns about the roundabouts at the Highway 102-Larry Uteck
Interchange; the fact that Hogan Court is accessed off one of these roundabouts; and,
difficulties exiting Hogan Court.

Cresco provided HRM with a series of traffic impact

statements prepared by Mr. MacDonald to support its application for an amended
development agreement.
[74]

Mr. MacDonald’s reports compared the traffic generated from the proposed

development to traffic from the development site predicted in earlier studies. As these
studies were somewhat dated, some of the reported differences in traffic generation were
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associated with changes in the assumptions about the commercial development on the
site as plans became better understood.
[75]

The most recent of these reports, dated March 5, 2020, also considered the

performance of roundabouts at the intersection of Larry Uteck Boulevard and Highway
102. In his testimony, Mr. MacDonald explained this analysis was not sought by HRM.
He said it was requested by the Nova Scotia Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure Renewal because that department had previous concerns about queueing
problems on the Highway 102 northbound off-ramp during the afternoon peak.

Mr.

MacDonald said the Department wanted additional data for their review of this issue, and
although the request was somewhat unconventional, he complied to provide the
Department with additional data to help in their analysis of the situation.
[76]

It was also Mr. MacDonald’s opinion the queueing problem would not really

be impacted by development at the Cresco site. He noted this problem was associated
with vehicles turning right on Larry Uteck (away from the Cresco development site) and
most of the traffic associated with the issue would be heading to residential and
commercial areas on the opposite side of Highway 102 from the development.

Mr.

MacDonald also explained there was a right-turn bypass at this location and separate
lanes entering the roundabout.
[77]

Despite the observed queueing problem, the report concluded the

“roundabouts operate at acceptable levels of service during the peak hours.” Overall, the
report predicted a minor increase in traffic volumes on Hogan Court that could be
accommodated at the Highway 102 interchange. The report was found to be acceptable
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by HRM’s development engineering staff and staff at the Nova Scotia Department of
Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal.
[78]

Mr. MacDonald also provided the Board with an additional analysis

comparing traffic from Cresco’s development assuming an 88,000 sq. ft. five-storey
commercial office building was built under the existing development agreement and
assuming a 72-unit multi-residential building was constructed instead based on the
requested amended development agreement (Exhibit C-9).

This additional analysis

showed total traffic generation was lower for the multi-unit residential building with modest
increases in traffic leaving the development in the peak morning hour (18 vehicles) and
entering the development in the peak afternoon hour (12 vehicles).
[79]

At the end of his direct examination, Mr. MacDonald said traffic volumes

under either scenario in Exhibit C-9 were in line with what was assumed in the original
2008 study for the Highway 102-Larry Uteck Interchange and were within the capacity of
the nearby roundabouts.
[80]

The Board accepts Mr. MacDonald’s evidence that traffic related to the

Cresco development is consistent with earlier studies and any differences are
insignificant. HRM did not cross-examine Mr. MacDonald to challenge the opinions he
expressed in his reports and did not provide any additional evidence about traffic relating
to the Cresco development.
[81]

Moreover, the Board finds the very modest increases in traffic leaving the

development over the morning peak hour and entering the site over the afternoon peak
hour if the residential building were constructed instead of the office building is not a
reasonable basis for concern.
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shows that, overall, the residential building would have less traffic associated with it than
the office building.
[82]

It is not clear what policies the Community Councils were relying upon when

they refused to approve the requested amendment to the development agreement
because of traffic concerns. It is clear there is public concern about traffic in the area.
There may very well be merit in these concerns, but they are not relevant to the proposed
amendment.

Cresco is entitled to develop the site under its nearly ten-year-old

development agreement with HRM (as already amended). Compared to what it can build
now, overall traffic from the development site is predicted to be less if it is permitted to
build another residential building under the proposed amendment.

As such, the

Community Council decisions to refuse the amendment because of traffic concerns do
not reasonably carry out the intent of HRM’s Municipal Planning Strategy.

4.5

Active Transportation and Transit

[83]

Members of both Community Councils expressed a concern that the

development lacked active transportation and transit. The Halifax and West Community
Council was concerned the development was not pedestrian friendly. Addressing the
pedestrian aspect, Mr. Daniel described the non-vehicular network of walking trails,
including associated parkland, a multi-use trail for jogging, cycling and walking, together
with sidewalks leading to and adjacent to the development. These all linked the Hogan
Court development with other areas in Bedford West.

The foregoing was as

contemplated by Schedule BW-5: Bedford West-Transportation System, which is a map
attached to the Bedford MPS. This evidence was not contested or challenged by HRM
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during the hearing. As previously discussed, the portions of this network adjacent to the
Hogan Court development were also visible to the Board.
[84]

Mr. Daniel also addressed HRM transit service in the Hogan Court area. He

indicated that ultimately the availability of transit is determined by HRM and not the
developer.

He said it makes sense that there is not yet transit service directly along

Hogan Court, since construction is not completed. That said, he indicated there was
currently a transit bus stop servicing the residents of Waterberry Park, which was a walk
of some four or five minutes from Hogan Court. Mr. MacDonald’s report dated June 20,
2019, indicated this bus stop was approximately 550 meters west of Hogan Court. The
location of this bus stop was confirmed by the Board during its site visit. Mr. Daniel fully
expected transit service to be provided directly to Hogan Court once the development
was completed. The foregoing evidence was not contested nor challenged during the
hearing.
[85]

As discussed in Archibald, the factual basis used to assess development

agreement provisions and MPS policies is important. As pointed out by Mr. Daniel, the
original development agreement contemplated two 134-unit apartment buildings on CMR1 on Hogan Court, for a total of 268 units. This was in the context of an overall density of
1476 persons in Sub Area 9. The remaining residential population density in the original
development agreement was slated elsewhere in Sub Area 9.

The current proposal

would allow 272 residential units on CMR-1 on Hogan Court, but less commercial density.
It is difficult to understand how the addition of four residential units, in comparison to the
original agreement, where there would be a significant reduction in the commercial
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density, would in any way negatively impact on active transportation components of the
MPS.
[86]

The fact is the active transportation system in the area surrounding Hogan

Court is as envisaged in the Bedford and Halifax MPS for the subject area when the
original development agreement was approved. There is no evidence to support that the
proposed amendment would in any way change this situation. The decision under appeal
is therefore not supported by the evidence.

4.6

Stormwater Management

[87]

North West Community Council expressed concerns with stormwater

management. The development agreement had detailed provisions in s. 4.4 addressing
the sanitary sewer system and the stormwater management system, which had to be built
to HRM specifications. Sections 2.2; 3.9.5; 4.4.8; 5.3.1; 5.5.1; and, Schedule D of the
development agreement expressly incorporated the Master Stormwater Management

Plan for Bedford West Sub Area 5 and 9. Mr. Daniel testified the stormwater system was
built in accordance with the specifications set out in the development agreement. There
was no evidence to the contrary.
[88]

In accordance with the original development agreement, the evidence

before the

Board

is that the stormwater and wastewater infrastructure

accommodate a population density of 1476 persons.

could

A residential population to a

maximum of 318 multi-unit dwelling units could be accommodated. Of these 318 units,
the original development agreement contemplated two apartment buildings on CMR-1 on
Hogan Court, with a total of 268 multi-unit dwelling units. The current proposal would
have a population density of 1210.5 persons, of which 272 multi-unit dwelling units are
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transfer of residential density to another area, the current residential cap is 200 multi-unit
dwelling units, all of which is slated for CMR-1. If one looks at the current version of the
development agreement, for comparison purposes, based on the remaining available
population density, the difference can also be expressed as being between an 88,000 sq.
ft. office building, which can currently be built as-of-right, and the proposed 72-unit
apartment building.
[89]

Looking at the comparisons described above, while there were public

concerns raised during the review before the two Community Councils, no reliable
evidence has been presented to the Board, of a factual nature or in the form of expert
opinion, to show that the proposed amendments will have any negative impacts on the
stormwater system. It was designed with a higher contemplated residential population
and a higher total population in mind. HRM did not point to any policies, or any provisions
of the Master Stormwater Management Plan, with which Cresco has failed to comply, or
which would be impacted by the proposed amendments, which would support the North
West Community Council’s decision. The Board has not ascertained any such policies
or provisions which would support this decision.
[90]

This is not a case where there are judgment calls to be made with respect

to ambiguous MPS provisions or the exercise of discretion pursuant to such policies. This
is a case where there is no evidentiary basis to support the North West Community
Council’s ultimate decision. Where Cresco has shown that the requested amendments
will comply with the development agreement and the MPS, and there is no evidence to
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establish that they will not, the Board finds the decision to deny the application on the
basis of stormwater concerns is contrary to the intent of the MPS.
[91]

Finally, while wastewater is not directly addressed in the denial letter, the

Board is further satisfied there is no evidence that the proposed amendments would have
negative impacts on the sanitary sewer system. This was the opinion provided by Strum
Consultants in the letter dated July 4, 2019. The background to this letter was discussed
by Mr. Daniel during the hearing. As well, staff indicated sanitary sewer issues had been
addressed as part of the original development approval and this application would remain
compliant with this aspect of the relevant MPS policies. In fact, the maximum population
density of 1476 persons for Sub Area 9 expressed in s. 4.4.4 of the development
agreement appears to be directly tied to sanitary sewer allocations in the Bedford and
Halifax MPS. The development agreement has detailed provisions related to construction
of the sanitary sewer system in this context, which would be compliant with HRM
specifications.
[92]

No evidence contrary to that provided by Cresco, or the policy review

undertaken by staff, was offered by HRM during the hearing. As with stormwater, there
is no evidentiary basis for finding that the proposed amendments are contrary to the MPS.
There are also no facts, opinions, or legal arguments to sustain the proposition that a
denial of the application by either Community Council,

based on wastewater

considerations, would be consistent with the MPS.

4.7 Environmental Concerns
[93]

Halifax and West Community Council expressed concerns related to

environmental impacts, including greenhouse gas issues and issues related to any impact
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The development agreement contains a series of environmental

measures related to watercourse and wetland alteration (s. 3.2.1 (i)); parklands (s. 3.6.2);
riparian buffers (s. 3.8.1); with anticipated reviews by the Development Engineer (s.
4.4.11); and, environmental protection provisions related to stormwater and wastewater
(Part 5).

No environmental implications related to the proposed amendments were

identified in a July 22,2020 report to Council from Kelly Denty, HRM’s Director of Planning
and Development. Environmental concerns are not reported as a policy issue in the HRM
staff’s review of the relevant MPS provisions raised by Cresco’s application.

Public

comments did raise some concerns before the two Community Councils. For example,
a letter in the Appeal Record discusses “carbon and noise pollution from cars” and
potential impacts on Kearney Lake.

That said, no additional evidence related to

environmental concerns was presented, by HRM or otherwise, during the hearing before
the Board.
[94]

Mr. Daniel indicated Cresco had fulfilled all the environmental requirements

of the development agreement, including, as previously discussed, in relation to
stormwater and wastewater management.

He was not aware of any environmental

issues. In fact, he said Cresco had done water monitoring of Kearney Lake for some ten
years without any anomalies detected. As a general proposition, Mr. Daniel made the
following comment:
In the general sense I’m going to say we meet all levels of government’s requirements for
development. So I don’t know, like, they’ve thrown out a lot of general comments, but
nothing specific. I don’t know where the increase in greenhouse gas emissions comment,
like, what that’s based on. I don’t understand what their environmental concerns are.
Again, the development is done and we’re talking about an office building or a residential
building. The difference is all that should really be at hand here, and there’s no difference,
or there should be no difference in any of these items, regardless of which building is built.
[Transcript, p. 37]
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Mr. Daniel’s comments express, in plain language, the Board’s assessment

of the matter. The stormwater/wastewater issue has already been addressed. The same
type of analysis is equally applicable to the environmental concerns raised by the Halifax
and West Community Council.

The topic of carbon emissions is complicated when

looking at comprehensive overall impacts. There is no evidence that a 72-unit apartment
building will generate more greenhouse gases than an 88,000 sq. ft. office building,
keeping in mind the limited impact on vehicular trips discussed in the traffic section of this
Decision. There is, in fact, no data on carbon emissions at all. Similarly, there is also no
evidence before the Board to substantiate additional impacts with respect to Kearney
Lake, whether it be of an environmental nature or potential increased usage, when
comparing the originally approved development agreement, the current version, and the
proposed amendments.
[96]

The Board finds that there is no factual evidence before it, or expert opinion

evidence, to substantiate that the proposed amendments will generate environmental
concerns, or increased stresses on Kearney Lake. As such, the Board concludes that
the proposed amendments are consistent with the MPS and the current development
agreement. There was no evidence presented by HRM, and no legal arguments were
raised, or discovered in the Board’s own review, to establish the contrary proposition.
Again, this is not a case of resolving ambiguous language, or conflicting or discretionary
policies.

Therefore, the Board finds the decision to deny the application, based on

environmental concerns, or concerns related to Kearney Lake, is not consistent with the
MPS.
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CONCLUSION

[97]

The Board is persuaded the Appellant met the burden upon it and finds the

Community Council decisions do not reasonably carry out the intent of HRM’s MPS. The
appeal is allowed, and the Community Councils are ordered to approve the proposed
amendment to the development agreement.
[98]

An Order will issue accordingly.

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, thi

ay of March, 2021.

Roberta J. Clarke ■

Richard J. Melanson
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